
Climate Strategy for 
California Agriculture



Why Create a Climate Strategy 
for California Agriculture? 

• Agriculture is facing enormous challenges vis-à-vis climate 
change 

• Agriculture is responsible for significant emissions globally (~22%; 
IPCC 2023); about 9% in California (2022 Scoping Plan) 

• California agriculture is leading with solutions, expertise, research
• Capture California agriculture’s myriad approaches to climate 

adaptation, resilience, and mitigation 
• Communicate with agricultural stakeholders and the public 

about climate risks, mitigation strategies, and CDFA activities 



Why - Cont’d 

• No single place for agency partners, the public, legislature, or 
stakeholders to refer to for overview of climate/ag work  

• Pursue and track climate-related objectives and commitments 

• Ag Vision for the Next Decade (2023) no.1  priority is to “Foster 
climate-smart, resilient, and regenerative food systems” 

• Communicate with the public about climate risks, mitigation 
strategies, and CDFA activities 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There is currently no overarching strategy for California agriculture to address and respond to climate change; single-issue strategies and responses are spread across multiple state agency documentsThese documents tend to be focused on other topics (e.g. water) and don’t take a holistic view of agriculture’s challenges, responses, or future needsThere isn’t a single place for agency partners, the public, the legislature, or stakeholders to refer to for overview of the state’s actions on climate change resiliency for agriculture or to identify investments that would address critical gaps in research or action Ag Vision for the Next Decade (CDFA 2023):  The vision is that California agriculture is growing opportunity for farmers and ranchers, farmworkers, individuals and communities — and demonstrating leadership on climate actions. It’s first priority  is to “Foster climate-smart, resilient, and regenerative food systems — Support efforts that improve agriculture’s effect on the environment, encourage wise stewardship of water and natural resources, eliminate waste and are regenerative, e.g., practices that enhance ecosystems and improve the land.” To address this priority, we need to make a concerted effort to strategize about how to get there and give the public the opportunity to provide input.We believe implementation of an ag climate resiliency plan will help us achieve the strategic objectives of Ag Vision and also helps fulfill the Ag Vision purpose statement:  Making California a better place to live because of what we grow and how we grow it!



Proposed Structure 

• Overview of overall climate/ag issue – changing conditions, 
rarity of Mediterranean climates/prime soils for farming, 
diminished arable land globally

• Sections by topic area 



Topics

• Soil carbon 
sequestration 

• On-farm biodiversity 
• Dairy and Livestock 

Methane
• Extreme Heat 
• Water 
• Nutrient Management

• Decarbonizing the farm: 
equipment and energy 

• Sustainable pest management: 
addressing climate-driven pest 
pressure  

• Building a circular economy 
• International collaboration 
• Labor – next gen talent and tools 



Within Each Section: 

• Description of the challenge 
• Climate connection 
• Current challenges
• Equity component  
• Efforts underway

o Other state plans that include the topic and ways of 
addressing it

o Technical assistance and gaps
• Areas for additional research 



EFA SAP Participation 

• Guidance on identifying research gaps
• Review of the draft document
• Discussion of relevant topics at meetings to inform 

the document 
• Other suggestions? 



Progress Updates

• Working on Request for Proposals for facilitation assistance
 
• Hired AB 32 Climate Scientist Nina Bingham and Executive 

Fellow Margaret Phipps 



Discussion: EFA SAP  

• What conversations would be most useful for the Panel to 
convene related to the strategy? 

• What aspects of climate/agriculture have not had a robust 
public discussion? 

• What areas of science are rapidly advancing and warrant an 
overview? 



End of Presentation 



Agricultural Sector GHG Emissions
• Agriculture is responsible for 9% of yearly GHG Emissions, broken down in graphic on left (although old)

• Consider the scale of Agricultural carbon, broken out in graphic on right for Year 2020

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The 9% refers to a “graphic that is not here.”Make quick mentions of what exact processes cropland and manure emissions actually come from.And note that ag lands in California are not losing carbon on the whole any more. That’s why CO2 loss from soil does not show up on the left. But still, there is room to put carbon back in in some parts of the state, that was there before, and there is generally room to increase SOC if we use organic amendments at a higher rate.
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